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I. INTRODUCTION
In studying the status of contemporary school health 
education, a review of the history provides insight into 
the development of the school health programs. The recur­
ring theme is that health education is a continually 
changing curriculum. The seemingly haphazard reconstruc­
tion of health curricula is not surprising, as health 
educators disagree extensively as to the definition of 
"health, [4] [8].
Horace Mann, the secretary to the Massachusetts 
Board of Education, referred to health education and 
physical education as synonymous. As editor of the Com­
mon School Journal. he stated :
When physical education is mentioned, that is a 
knowledge of the laws by which health and strength 
are attained and preserved, many people start and 
ask in surprise whether every man is to be a physi­
cian. The answer to this is easy. Physicians must 
understand the laws and symptoms of the diseased body. 
It is enough for common men to understand the laws 
and functions of the healthy body. . . .  That knowl­
edge respecting air, exercise, dress, and diet, which 
is requisite for the preservation of health, may be 
acquired with a far less amount of attention and ex­
pense, than are commonly necessary in a three month’s 
sickness . . . .  [27].
Clair E . Turner, a faculty member of Harvard, was 
an early leader in the movement to separate health edu­
cation from physical education. In 1921, he implemented
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health education programs in the fourth, fifth, and sixth 
grades of two Malden, Massachusetts schools and studied 
the effects of this education on students* health habits. 
When his research ended in 1931, Turner wrote, "There is 
definite evidence of improvement in the habits of the 
children and their health. The parents most enthusias­
tically support the program and the city is extending the 
plan to every school. The children have proved to them­
selves that the way they live affects the way they feel.
The teachers feel that health training is a proper and 
enjoyable activity," [19]. This study started the publica­
tion of the first school health textbook series for stu­
dents in grades two through nine and the development of the 
first motivational visual aids for health education C U D ,
Other programs started in the 1930 * s and 1940 * s 
typified a "blood and bones hygiene" approach to health 
education [13]. The major emphases were on the study of 
the functions of the human body and the rules for correct 
health procedures.
During the 1940 * s, 1950 * s, and early I960's , govern­
ment officials became concerned with the lack of adequate 
fitness of America’s youth. The initial concern surfaced 
during post World War II years when studies revealed a 
large number of young men failed to meet physical require­
ments for the draft. In the 1950*s Kraus and Weber, com­
paring fitness levels of Americans and Europeans, reported
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that American youth were less physically Fit than Euro­
pean youth. The report led to the later development oF 
the school Fitness movements encouraged by the Eisenhower 
and Kennedy administrations. As a result, health educa­
tion programs were de—emphasized in schools. However, 
private corporations, such as Kellogg, were instrumental 
in providing Funds For school health education and the 
training oF health educators [4].
In 1959 H. L. Dunn proposed that health education 
should Focus on "high level wellness." He recommended 
a curriculum stressing responsible health behaviors 
through an internal locus oF control. Since then, health 
educators have expanded this "wellness" curriculum to an 
even broader wholistic approach which has become the basis 
For many contemporary school programs [8].
In the 1970’s health education saw a surge oF pub­
lic interest due to the rise in teenage drug abuse and 
sexual activity. Governor RockeFeller commissioned a 
steering committee to study social problems, health, and 
hospital costs. The study was Followed by President 
Nixon’s appointment oF the President’s Committee on Health 
Education. Several national oFFices— such as the Bureau 
oF Health Education, which is now The Center For Health 
Promotion and Education, and the DFFice oF Health InFor- 
mation and Health Promotion— were created as a result oF 
recommendations oF the commissions [4].
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Health education is commonly viewed as a process 
which aids people in making decisions about matters of 
physical, spiritual* social, and emotional well-being.
For years school health teachers have worked to exert a 
positive influence on student health. They have tried to 
change behaviors, influence values, provide information, 
aid health-related decision-making, analyze lifestyles, 
and promote wellness. Yet a prevalent concern of parents 
and school officials is the question of whose values 
the students should learn. One author [18] described 
health education as being deeply embedded in the Protes­
tant work ethic which integrates a value judgment about 
behavior. "Normal behavior" tends to reflect commitments 
to middle class values of individualism and the work 
ethic. Within this framework, health education provides 
moral guidelines by pointing out "good" and "bad" behaviors 
in eating patterns, exercise status, abuse patterns, and 
daily decision-making.
How are school health educators in the 1980 * s re­
sponding to the ever expanding need for school health 
programs? What type of health education is being provided 
for students in Montana secondary schools? How extensive 
is the use of audio-visual materials and textbooks in the 
health education classrooms? What topics are included in 
the course outlines? These are some of the questions 
to be addressed in this report.
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II, REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Health education is an area oF school curriculum 
which is definitely "at risk 1" Several reasons For this 
situation have been listed by Joseph Governali:
1] School district resentment toward health education 
because in many pieces programs have been * imposed * 
on unwilling districts through state mandates
2] A lack oF an organized base oF community support 
For school health education programs
3] The 'last-in-FirSt-out * rule which says that pro­
grams most recently incorporated into the school 
are the First to be cut during difficult Finan­
cial times
4} The 'new kid on the block’ syndrome which pits
comprehensive school health education [seen as the 
’new kid’3 against the established, traditional 
programs, at a time when Financial support For edu­
cation is dwindling and everyone is trying to pro­
tect personal turf, [10].
Part of the explanation is embedded in "back to 
basics" trends in public education. The impetus For this 
movement comes not only From people interested in educa­
tional goals, but also From those whose major concern is 
school budget and Financing, Budget committees are eager 
to believe in the "basics only" philosophy because it 
eases the burden of cutting curricula to save money.
Health education is not viewed as basic to education in 
the "back to basics" movement and therefore is treated as
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a Fringe without high priority. Consequently, health edu­
cation in the Future will be determined to a large degree 
by what happens to society in the next several years and 
by the role oF education in that society.
IF one reviews the history oF education it is appar­
ent that education does not determine the way oF society, 
but merely responds to society’s demands [15]. In many 
states in the 19B0*s and 1970*s, schools implemented health 
education programs in an attempt to curb the growth oF 
drug abuse and the epidemic state oF venereal disease.
Now, when the economy is cramping pocketbooks, school 
boards respond by cutting the very same programs they 
strove to develop earlier. How Far will the cutbacks go 
beFore society demands more For her money again? School 
health programs can be expected to Flow with the tide 
unless health educators can Find a way to convince parents, 
administrators, and school boards that health is basic 
to education.
One such argument For health can be Found in the 
Followingi
IF we are to look upon education as building Whole 
people so that they can Function in a democratic so­
ciety, we must reexamine what is Fundamental. I sup­
pose iF we were to ask almost anyone what the Funda­
mentals are, he would cite the three R*s . . . this
in keeping with the notion that the school is a place 
For book learning, that the rest oF the organism does 
not and should not grow in school but should do it 
somewhere else.
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. . .  we obviously need a new definition of what 
is fundamental- It seems to me that anything is fun­
damental without which the organism cannot thrive . . .
. Just being alive means very little when compared 
to becoming a thriving, adequate human being.
With this definition we can see that the so-called 
three R*s are not fundamental- This has to be granted 
because we know so many people who have thrived with­
out one or all of them-
- - The most urgent needs of our youth go so
much deeper; C10].
Another problem found in health education programs 
is the lack of developed organizational structure due
to the absence of an agreed-upon, sound philosophy of
health education by health educators [9]- According to 
Eberst [8], the lack of an agreed-upon philosophy for 
health education and the inadequate funding of programs 
have been major reasons for the limited success of formal 
health education-
The teacher education system must also accept re­
sponsibility for some of the problems in school health 
education programs- "Historically, school administrators 
seeking personnel for health instruction and school health 
services chose physical educators for the tasks— the 
assumption being that the goal of physical education was 
the ’total’ health of the individual. Usually, the physi­
cal educator was inadequately prepared in health educa­
tion and possessed little, if any, interest in the disci­
pline. This Has led to a low regard for health education 
programs, a lack of consistency nationally in health
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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education program development and limited effectiveness.” 
C3j.
The curriculum content, teaching materials, philos­
ophy, and the methodology used in physical education or 
coaching is often markedly different than that of health 
education [33. This is very detrimental because little 
can be done to improve the status of health programs 
until health teachers view their discipline as a true, 
identifiable profession rather than a small obligatory 
part of their job description. Perhaps one of the most 
important steps to be taken by health educators is to 
develop and maintain credibility as a profession [17 3.
The practice of health education needs to be com­
prehensive rather than a concentration of one or two ”hot 
topic” areas, as seems to be the problem in many schools^ 
To be more effective, health educators must give attention 
to all of the dimensions of health, even though their main 
objective may be directed toward one aspect such as nutri­
tion I Teachers must be aware that by working on one area 
of health, other areas are influenced and must also be 
covered [8 3.
According to Cobb [33, health education programs for 
teachers should become separate and distinct departments 
in schools of education. By doing this, he feels that one 
would see an increase in professional pride, more diversi­
fied opportunities to expand curricular offerings, and
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more opportunities to advance as a distinct professional 
discipline. In Montana universities and colleges, one 
Cannot earn a major teaching degree in health education 
without the combination of health and physical education. 
Montana State University and Northern Montana College, 
however, offer health teaching minors without combination 
with physical education [2l][22][23][24][25].
A definite need for sound health education prin­
ciple^ concepts,and procedures exists so educators can 
justify their programs. The following are nine recommen­
dations for teacher use;
13 Develop an understandable, defensible personal 
operating philosophy of health education
23 Be familiar with the ”bac+c to basics’* trend and 
be able to defend the role of health education 
as a basic
33 Work to broaden the definition of "the basics"
4 3 Generate support from parents and students for 
health education
53 Establish community support through various 
health care facilities and community leaders
63 Be professionally active in order to enhance per­
sonal growth
73 Be politically aware in order to understand current 
trends in education and to have an input into 
legislation
83 Be a health advocate for students
93 Be visible through involvement with health r e ­
lated issues and movements [1031
The Health Council of California found that most
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oFten teachers are required to develop their own classroom 
materials For health [G ] , Most circulated curriculum 
materials are guidelines. Frameworks, or approaches to 
the development oF curricula rather than curricula in them­
selves. The school district could aid teachers by helping 
to develop curriculum appropriate For the students and 
the community.
Health education is viewed as a multidimensional 
concept. Sometimes three dimensions are listed: physical,
mental, and social C2G]. Other times mention is made oF 
Five dimensions: physical, mental, emotional, social,
and spiritual [8], In another proposed model [8], a sixth 
dimension is suggested: the vocational dimension which
encompasses both the social [community] and personal health 
components, Eberst explains, ’’What is needed is a model 
oF health that blends the complex dimensions currently 
related to health, is easily understood by children, is 
Flexible enough to adapt to Future research Findings and 
theories and describes the smaller parts oF each dimension 
so as to provide clearer criteria For evaluation," [83,
The Following are recommendations proposed For the 
progression oF school education programs:
13 Provide a comprehensive K-12 program
23 Require speciFic coursework in health For all 
pre-service and in-service elementary teachers
33 Require that all secondary level health instruc­
tion be provided by a certiFied health specialist
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4] Have a statewide comprehensive study program and 
related resource materials for classroom use
S3 Inform school administrators concerning the disci­
pline of health programs
63 Increase support for health instruction from state 
education agencies and institutions of higher 
education
73 Involve parents in planning and evaluating health 
programs
83 Utilize community resources in health courses [163 « 
Many of these same recommendations have been pro­
posed by the State School Health Education Task Force of 
the Education Commission of the States [93. This commis­
sion, however, added more emphasis on the inclusion of 
federal and state funding encouragement to help develop 
school health programs.
A critical influence in the status of health edu­
cation is the state codes of education. State laws about 
school health programs are usually inadequate and rarely 
enforced. Montana is one of forty-two states which has 
educational codes requiring health education in public 
school curriculum, even though the codes do not define 
time allotments, scope, or sequence [9 3. Montana’s codes 
require one unit of health and physical education for high 
school graduation. The school district and/or teacher 
determines the amount of time to be spent on health and 
the course content of the class. Therefore, existing 
health programs in Montana lack consistency as to content
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and time allotment [20]. Some programs are merely three 
weeks of basic instruction in first aid, sex education, or 
any other topic of current concern. Such an approach 
does not fulfill a major goal of education : to promote
individual responsibility for health [6].
If educators are to relay a message of the importance 
of health education to their students, they need to plan 
their programs to move students along a continuum of im­
provement . The curriculum should consist of the following: 
”1] identify the target group; 2] define needs; 3] priori­
tize those needs." [5]. Only through careful planning 
Can health educators effectuate the health education 
curriculum so that it will not only have an impact on 
students, but receive equal recognition with other academic 
courses offered in public schools.
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III. REPORT OF THE SURVEY
The Sample;
In gathering information about the health programs 
taught in Montana schools, a total of seven teachers were 
interviewed in six AA schools. The schools were selected 
from eleven AA Montana schools which responded to a survey 
conducted by Fred Stetson, University of Montana [appen­
dix A]. Criteria used in selecting the six AA schools 
included: ID that they were AA schools in western Montana,
and; 2] that they had ongoing health education programs.
The primary objective of the study was to use gathered 
program information to develop a health curriculum for use 
in a AA secondary school. The names and sizes of the AA 
schools visited were as follows: Big Sky High School,
Missoula, 1100 students; C . M . Russell High School, Great 
Falls, 1400 students; Columbia Falls High School, Columbia 
Falls, 700 students; Flathead High School, Kalispell,
1500 students; Hellgate High School, Missoula, 1200 stu­
dents; and Sentinel High School, Missoula, IlOO students.
Collection of the Oata:
An interview form was devised and completed by the 
interviewer during each visitation [appendix B D . The
13
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instructors were each contacted by telephone to make 
appointments For interviews. With the exception oF one, 
each location was visited by the researcher in person to 
see the Facilities available to the instructor. Because 
oF scheduling conFlicts, one interview was conducted by 
telephone.
InFormation gathered at each interview was analyzed 
and compared to inFormation given by each instructor on 
Mr. Stetson’s survey.
Presentation oF the Data:
The Findings From the interviews oF seven health 
teachers at the six AA schools are reported in table 1. 
Physical education/health teachers responded to the sur­
veys as the school health instructors at Four oF the 
schools. Non-physical education teachers at C . Mi 
Russell High School, Columbia Falls High School, and 
Flathead High School indicated health education responsi­
bility in their schools. At C. M. Russell High School 
and Flathead High School, health educators were responsibl; 
For the health classes. At Columbia Falls High School a 
home economics teacher and a physical educator responded 
as health teachers.
In all high schools, except Columbia Falls, health 
education classes were taught in the ninth and tenth 
grades only, Columbia Falls High School expanded the
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health course offerings to include grades nine through 
twelve.
Classroom time spent in the health area ranged from 
15 to 90 hours. Health classes at Big Sky High School 
and those taught by the physical education/health teacher 
at Columbia Falls High School consisted of 15 hours.
Health courses at C . M . Russell High School and those 
taught by the home economics/health teacher at Columbia 
Falls High School consisted of 90 hours. The mean for the 
three non-physical education/health teachers was 75 hours, 
while the mean for the physical education/health teachers 
was 26 hours.
Textbooks were used by four of the teachers. The 
health educator at C . M. Russell High School and the 
physical education/health teacher at Hellgate High School 
used Modern Health; the home economics/health teacher at 
Columbia Falls High School used Alive S Well ; and the 
physical education/health teacher at Sentinel High School 
used Health Today [appendix B ]. Health classes at Big 
Sky High School and Flathead High School and those taught 
by the physical education/health teacher at Columbia Falls 
High School had no health text. A discrepancy was found 
when this data was compared to Stetson’s forms, as Sentinel 
reported using Modern Health in health courses [appendix A ]
Magazines and journals were not used in health 
classes in most of the schools. Only two of the seven
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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teachers indicated using these materials in their classes. 
The health teacher at C . M. Russell High School listed 
Health Today and Sports Medicine as resources used in the 
classroom. The home economics/health teacher at Columbia 
Falls used American Health Cappendix B ].
Audio-visual materials were used by four of the 
seven teachers who taught health. Only the physical 
education/health teachers at Big Sky, Columbia Falls, 
and Hellgate responded negatively to the use of audio­
visual materials.
All teachers reported using outside resources. The 
list of resources varied from teacher to teacher. The 
physical education/health teacher at Big Sky High School 
used Planned Parenthood for sex education units and the 
fire department for CPR training. The home economics/ 
health teacher at Columbia Falls High School listed yoga, 
jazzercize^ dental hygiene, family planning, and school 
nurse as topics utilizing outside resources. Community 
resources for sex and sexuality were most frequently used 
by the teachers. Only the health teacher at C, M. Russell 
High School and the physical education/health teacher 
at Sentinel High School did not indicate the use of 
community resources in the area of sex education (appendix.BD
The areas taught by the seven teachers are found in 
table 2. No specific area of health was taught by all of 
the teachers. Fitness/aerobics, sexuality, and VO were
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taught by Five of the seven teachers. No teacher indi­
cated that he/she covered a unit on death and dying.
The health teacher at C. M. Russell High School included 
a unit on health careers.
In general, the non-physical education/health teacher 
included more areas in his/her respective health classes 
than did the physical education/health teacher. The non­
physical education teachers covered an average oF 17 areas 
with a range From 14 to 19 diFFerent areas. The physical 
education teachers taught an average oF 6 diFFerent areas 
with a range From 4 to 7,
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School
Grade
Level
Teacher
Disci­
pline
Total
#
Hours
Text
Used
Magazines
S
Journals
A.V.
Used
Outside
Resources
Big Sky 9-10 P »E « 15 no no no yes
Ci M. 
Russell 9-10 Health 90 yes yes yes yes
Columbia
Falls 10-12 Home Ec, 90 yes yes yes yes
Columbia
Falls 9-10 P.E. 15 no no no yes
Flathead 9-10 Health 45 no no yes yes
Hellgate 9-10 P.Ei 30 yes no no yes
Sentinel 9-10 P.E, 45 yes no yes yes
i :mn r0 m3
Ct -kCD 3 c+
TABLE 2
Health Course Content
Topics
covered
Big
Sky
C.M.
Russell
C.F . 
H.Ec.
C.F.
P.E.
F let— 
head
Hell- jSenti- 
gate :nel
Body systems X ! X
Grooming/Hygiene X X X I
Weight control X X X X
Nutrition X X X X
Sleep X X X
Fitness/Aerobics X X X X i
Recreation X X
Drugs X X X X 1
Emotions X X
Stress X X X 1
Mental health X X X I 1
Infectious disease X X Î
Chronic disease X X j
Environment X i ^ 1
Marriage G Family X ^ 1 1Sexuality X X X X f X I
Birth control X X X Î X {
Pregnancy/Birth X X X 1 X i
VO X X X X j X
Old age X
Qeath/Oying
Consumerism X I
Safety X X X ...... f....
First aid X X 1 ! X
CPH X X I 1 X
Health careers X f i
Total offerings 7 17 19 7 14
6 4
19
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Health education varied greatly from school to 
school. Five of the seven instructors taught health 
as a part-time responsibility. In five schools, the 
physical educators taught health education as well as 
physical education. In one school the home economics 
teacher also taught health. Full-time health teachers 
were found at C . M . Russell High School and Flathead High 
School.
In general, the non-physical education teacher spent 
more time teaching health than the physical education 
teacher. The non-physical education teacher taught an 
average of twice as many health units than did the physical 
education teacher. Furthermore, a tendency toward the 
non-physical education/health teacher and physical edu­
cation/health teacher dichotomy was evident in the use of 
audio-visual materials and textbooks.
Because of the lack of classtime, the health programs 
supervised by physical education/health teachers did not 
have a comprehensive health package. Only a few topics 
of interest were covered in health because physical edu­
cation was the primary concern of the instructors.
The school health programs frequently lacked struc-
20
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ture in scope and sequence. The lack of comprehensive 
programs occurred more frequently in those schools where 
health was taught by the physical education/health teacher 
Apparently, in most cases, curriculum content was deter­
mined individually and health classes varied greatly 
within schools. Also, materials and methodology used in 
teaching health lacked consistency between schools.
Frequently, instructors mentioned the need to 
separate health education from physical education. In 
an analysis of the findings of this study, the researcher 
believes that separation of physical education and health 
education could possibly increase the variety of health 
programs and the time spent teaching health. In the 
interviews, the non-physical education/health teachers 
displayed an attitude of more enthusiasm toward their 
health programs than did the physical education/health 
teachers. The two health teachers and the home economics 
teacher all showed a strong interest in continuing to 
build and improve health education in their respective 
schools. These people had the programs which were most 
comprehensive and made use of the most audio-visual 
materials and outside community resources.
This report supports Cobb's theory [3] that if 
health education programs for teachers became separate 
and distinct departments in schools of education, we 
would possibly see an increase in professional pride and
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more curriculum offerings.
In conclusion, this study examined health education 
programs offered in AA size Montana schools, how much time 
was being spent in health education of students, what units 
of health were being taught by the teachers, and the type 
of materials used in the classrooms.
Health education classes taught by non-physical 
education/health teachers exceeded those taught by physical 
education/health teachers in the number of areas covered 
during the school year and the use of audio-visual 
materials.
Health education taught by non-physical education 
teachers appeared to deal with health concerns of the 
students rather than a few selected areas of health.
Also, the non-physical education teachers had attempted 
to upgrade health education by teaching more hours during 
the year, expanding the curriculum, and providing broader 
resources in the classroom. The findings of this study 
support the theory [3] which holds that if health edu­
cation is to be a vital school curriculum, it must be 
guided by health education professionals who take pride 
in teaching health.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS
The school study was conducted to assess health 
education offerings in selected AA Montana schools. Due 
to discrepancies found between some information of the 
Stetson survey and the in-person visitations, the re­
searcher feels that a more accurate account of the types 
of school health course offerings could be learned through 
personal visitations. The surveys served as a much needed 
starting point from which to assess health education in 
Montana. Additional information can be accumulated and 
compiled to not only categorize health education programs, 
but to serve as a tool for university teacher preparation 
programs. These programs could upgrade their curriculum 
and provide PIR workshops to help physical education/ 
health teachers and non-physical education/health teachers 
implement comprehensive health programs in public school 
curricula.
Another recommendation is to conduct a follow-up 
survey in the next school year of the participants in 
this study to assess any progress made in the development 
of health programs.
Finally, the researcher recommends additional study 
to compare the attitudes of students in classes taught by
23
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2 4
non-physical education/health teachers and physical edu­
cation/health teachers *
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2 6
HIGH SCHOOL HEALTH INSTRUCTION SURVEY
(Please check in the appropriate column)
1. Name of School Sc.W>c\
Address A S Q O  Ouoe Sj^O-aV
 gy wJ
tXcrO
1.
3.
4.
Name of Person Completing information
Phone Number îiAtot V V O  Student enrollment
Type of School:  Grade   Junior High A* High School (grades 9-12)
Class of School ^  AA ___  A   B   C
Enrollment:  Under 250  250-500  500-1000 1000-2000   above 2000
Who is actually teaching Health? Instructor is; Male ^  Female Jf*
Health Education Teacher A' P.E. Teacher  Science teacher  Home Ec Teacher
Other
How many years have you been teaching Health? . (If more than one teacher involved. 
Please duplicate for each instructor). j
Check areas by grade level as to the major focus of your instruction:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Disease prevention 
Health prevention 
Life cycle
Preventive Health Care 
Wellness & Self Help 
First Aid and Safety 
Decision making 
Other (Specify)_______
Grade : 7 8 9 10 11 12
X
X
5. Ethnic background of students (Indicate Z of students in classes) 4S3Caucasion jP^Black 
7%Indian  Spanish American Other (specify)
Please state name of text(s) and publisher being used at the various grade levels.
/vA M  -  B  .  1.11 l1_ »  a  Q  • a  a _  . N  • - A   .  . X  - V  »
6.
7. Please list any films or prepared audio-visual programs being used and their sources.
M fw A A  tSiT-V -Vo
Li.
CA.Ct*,vAw — ITA4 aei*tV«.ytnJ
0feta
-\<.e> w JL w i.A i.rrI fiI______________________ - _V f*^ ^ c i*A N M rm a A ------- *tViit«>a« S—*h S i\f4 a irn i* f
How are classes organized? Block of Pi weeks meeting ^  times per week /fi Total hours 
Other________ (Specify)___________________________________________________________________
8.
9. At what grade levels (7 - 12) is health taught?
 7  8 _X_9 ^  10 ____11  12
The following information is requested of those actually Involved in teaching Health.
NOTE: Should you need additional space to answer the above questions, please attach another
sheet with your comments
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1 -  I fb lc h  l IC A lth  top l-C B  a rc  yo u  c u r r e n c ly  c o v e r  in , ;  n t  w luii y .ra tic  l e v e l ?  ( 7 ,  8 ,  9 ,  1 0 ,  1 1 ,  1.
2 - What areas are considered, by you to reflect the greatest student needs? Rank in area
of Importance (1 — 5, 1 being Cop  ^  3 - 1 - 5 ,  5 being lowest"hr, ft. 4— ̂6 — Level of coverage 3 — Detailed, 2 - Brief, 1 - Not cowred
5 - Topic covered by: 1. Health Education; 2. Science Teacher; 3. I’.E. Teacher 
6. Home Economics Teacher 5. Ocher - Specify___________
Stress
Personality Development
Common Psychological Problems
Mental disorders and stress
Medications
Psychoactive drugs
Alcohol
Smoking/Smokeless tobacco
Human Sexuality
Relationships
Marriage
Contraception
Pregnancy
Childbirth
Parenting
Nutrition
Fitness
Weight Management/Obesity
Preventive Heart Disease & Cancer
Infectious diseases
Community Health
Consumer Health care
Environmental health
Aging
Death and dying
Safety and accidents oUd)
Spiritual growth
1 2 3 4 5 Comments
9 t CTY\Lk4
/ 1
i 1
/
1
9 )
2. I
;
9 I 3 ^  P OicA\a3\W#a
4 I 2.
9 2,
9 1
4 t
9 2,
1- /
/
/ /
1 /
9 I
/
.3 /
3 /
/
3 /
3 /
/o 7r J
5 t
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS V « ^ V ^ A f ra AA
-ffcVfr\ --- VK:\̂
oÂ  .
rt . É *̂K %_#0 Vne* Q'̂îf rv. 1  »U o .
Return completed form to: Fred Stetson, Associate Professor, HPE, University of Montana
Missoula, Montana 59812
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2 8
Name of School_ 
Address 1 <=
HIGH SCHOOL HEALTH INSTRUCTION SURVEYI (Please check in the appropriate column)
/ ~ l  ' . I  V ' i  t f  S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ >  I f  / ' V /.-7 r~ iJLL / ^ n S r  /
Student enrollment
Name of Person Completing information
Phone Number T Ÿ /  —  ^  2 .'^  ~7________
Type of School:  Grade   Junior High Jc - / >- High School (grades 9-12)
Class of School ✓ AA ___ A ___ B   C
Enrollment:  Under 250  250-500  500-1000 X  1000-2000 ___ above 2000
2.
3.
A.
Who is actually teaching Health?
)C Health Education Teacher _
Other
Instructor is; 
P.E. Teacher
Male X. Female
Science teacher Home Ec Teacher
How many years have you been teaching Health? / 5 . (If more than one teacher involved. 
Please duplicate for each instructor). +  iO
Check areas by grade level as to the major focus of your instruction:
Grade: 7 8 9 10 11 12
5.
6.
1. Disease prevention
2. Health prevention
3. Life cycle
4. Preventive Health Care
5. Wellness & Self Help
6. First Aid and Safety
7. Decision making
8. Other (Specify) i :( c c c W  t-La.UC,
Ethnic background of students (Indicate X of students in classes) g o  Caucasion !Ci Black 
\0  Indian  Spanish American  Other (specify)
Please state name of text(s) and publisher being used at the various grade levels.
rier VI 'Ura.I'-U^ ---  iĉ iVig.U-'. v-f- & ________
7. Please list any films or prepared audio-visual programs being used and their sources.
  W Æ  ^//____ ,  C.O oew-of
8.
_e.D,-}— ' }• 
How are classes organized? Block of
Other______ (Specify) I'll 4- ÆU-*
Act
weeks meeting
■Ji — Siead—  --------------------------------  ^
.sJLSUĵ  oWc I -C*AjC <3t Mca./+t̂ . eLwo
9. At what grade levels (7 - 1 ^  is health taught?
10  11  12
 times per week Total hours
Ko/v .
The following information is requested of those actually involved in teaching Health.
NOTE: Should you need additional space to answer the above questions, please attach another
sheet with your comments
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1 - Which Health topic* are you currently coyer in;; nt wlmr ;;rjulc level 7 (7, 8, 9,(^, 11, 1.
2 - Wliet areas are considered, by you to reflect the greatest student needs? Rank in area
of importance ( 1 - 5 ,  1 being top 3 - 1 - 5 ,  5 being lowest
4 - Level of coverage 3 - Detailed, 2 - Brief, 1 - Not covered
5 - Topic covered by:1.
4.
Health Education; 2. Science Teacher; 3, P.E. Teacher 
Home Economics Teacher 5. Other - Specify__________
Wellness
Stress
Personality Development
Common Psychological Problems
Mental disorders and stress
Medications
Psychoactive drugs
Alcohol
Smoking/Smokeless tobacco
Human Sexuality
Relationships
Marriage
Contraception
Pregnancy
Childbirth
Parenting
Nutrition
Fitness
Weight Management/Obesity
Preventive Heart Disease & Cancer
Infectious diseases
Community Health
Consumer Health care
Environmental health
Aging
Death and dying 
Safety and accidents 
Spiritual growth
1 2 3 4 , 5 Comments
y \ • 3 /
I 3> /
1 s; /
w/ 1 a, 1
v/ 3 # 3- /
( 1
1 I
v / 1 1
■> 1
IX" V t
5 I 4
1 u
a /
f U
1 t
vX 1 /
v X I 3 I
xX" -> 2> I
vX I ,3 }
\x 1 5 t
\X Ix M O t
I'H
vX 3
7 1
r 1
X 1
V 1
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Return completed form to; Fred Stetson, Associate Professor, HPE, University of MontanaMissoula, Montana 59812
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3 0
1.
HIGH SCHOOL HEALTH INSTRUCTION SURVEY 
(Please check in the appropriate column)
Name of School Sç)wô^___________________
Address__________  * ~ Cat fetlls ITtT*________________
Name of Person Completing lnfomiation_
Phone Number Student enrollment
Type of School: ___Grade
Class of School ,\A
Enrollment : Under 250
Junior High 
B C
High School (grades 9-12)
250-500 Vt 500-1000
2.
3.
4.
1000-2000 __
FemaleWho is actually teaching Health? Instructor is: Male__
Health Education Teacher ___ P.E. Teacher  Science teacher
Other ___ _________________________________________________
above 2000
I Home Ec Teacher
How many years have you been teaching Health?_
Please duplicate for each instructor).
Check areas by grade level as to the major focus of your Instruction:
(If more than one teacher involved,
';S
1. Disease prevention
2. Health prevention
3. Life cycle
4. Preventive Health Care
5. Wellness & Self Help
6. First Aid and Safety
7. Decision making
8. Other (Specify)________
Grade : 7 8 9 10 11 12
X
y
Vf X
I V» ■ Jf
i vr
y  !
3^!
5.
6.
Ethnic background of students (Indicate % of students in classes) ' Caucasion _
 Indian  Spanish American  Other (specify)
Please state n..ne of text(s) and publisher being used at the various grade levels.
Black
7. Please list any films or prepared audio-visual programs being used and their sources.
8. How are classes organized? Block of neeks meeting times per week Total hours 
Other ^  (Specify) ________  ' ' '  ̂m - -■__________________________
9. At what grade levels (7 - 12) is health taught?
 y? yt 6 y  9 _ x ^ u  ^ 12
The following Information is requested of those actually Involved in teaching Health.
NOTE: Should you need additional space to answer the above questions, please attach another
sheet with your comments
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3 1
1 - Which ilenlch copie* «rc you current ly covurlni; nt wlmi c.riulc level 7 (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1
2 - What areas are considered, by you to reflect the greatest student needs? Rank in area
of importance ( 1 - 5 ,  I being top 3 - 1 - 5 ,  5 being lowest
6 - Level of coverage 3 - Detailed, 2 - Brief, 1 - Not covered
5 - Topic covered by: 1. Health Education; 2. Science Teacher: 3. P.E. 
4. Home Economics Teacher 5. Other - Specify
Teacher
Wellness
Stress
Personality Development
Common Psychological Problems
Mental disorders and stress
Medications
Psychoactive drugs
Alcohol
Smoking/Smokeless tobacco 
Human Sexuality 
Relationships ]
Marriage
Contraception
Pregnancy
Childbirth
Parenting
Nutrition
Fitness
Weight Management/Obesity
Preventive Heart Disease & Cancer
Infectious diseases
Community Health
Consumer Health care
Environmental health
Aging
Death and dying 
Safety and accidents 
Spiritual growth
Comments
! ■’toophomorooU^IXJS
ULAJL
M U
=LL^
yj a»
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS C.-nnot iindrrr.t.m d  how to connlctc jtcns ''1 3.
Return completed form to: Fred Stetson, Associate Professor, HPE, University of Montana
Missoula, Montana 59812
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3 2
HIGH SCHOOL HEALTH INSTRUCTION SURVEY
(Please check in the appropriate column)
1. Name of School /VC' -/
... -, -c . /
2.
3.
4.
Address JT4'
Name of Person Completing information______•k a x iA jJ  J  £  -____________________
Phone Number ^ 0 & ~  7 S ^ ~  7 / ^ ^ ____  Student en^llment_______________
Type of School: ___Grade ____  Junior High 4--' High School (grades 9-12)
Class of School AA ___ A   B   C
Enrollment:  Under 250  250-500  500-1000 1000-2000   above 2000
Who is actually teaching Health? Instructor is: Male * X  Female X*
)C Health Education ’̂ acher "k  P.E. Teacher  Science teacher  Home Ec Teacher
 Other
How many years ̂ îï^e /ou been teaching Health7^  y ( I f  more Snan ^ 7 ’her imvolvec
Please duplicate for each instructor). ^ j  2o .£^fyLLJt^
Check areas by grade level as to the major focus of your instruction:
1. Disease prevention
2. Health prevention
3. Life cycle
4. Preventive Health Care
5. Wellness & Self Help
6. First Aid and Safety 
D ecis ion awaking . 
Other (Specify
5.
6.
Grade: 7 8 9 10 11 12
X
X
Y
7.
8. v iicc vapec].i.yAv^gOTrf^^ r ^  .
Ethnic backg^^i^â^ o ^ ^ ^ -ô ^ ^ ts ''t^n^^te % of students in classes) / Ût) Caucasion  Black
 Indian  Spanish American  Other (specify)
Please state name of text(s) and publisher being used at the various grade levels.
Please list any films or prepared audio-visual programs being used and their sources.
û<i^rj /7 Ù^  ̂ ÛL^f?û ̂ ^
T ~
8. How are classes organized? Block of ^  weeks meeting times per week ^^^Total hours 
Other ______(Specify)___________________________________________________________________
9. At what grade levels (7 - 12) is health taught? 
 7  8  9 10  11  12
The following information is requested of those actually involved in teaching Health.
NOTE: Should you need additional space to answer the above questions, please attach another
sheet with your comments
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1 - Which llenlth top leu nro you currently covering nt wlini c,r;ulc level 7 (7, fl, 9 ,^ 1 ^  11. I
2 - What areas are considered, by you to reflect the greatest student needs? Rank In area
of Importance (1-5,  1 being top 3 - 1 - 5 ,  5 being lowest
4 - Level of coverage 3 - Detailed, 2 - brief, 1 - Not covered
5 - Topic covered by: 1. Health Education; 2. Science Teacher; 3. I'.E. Teacher
4. Home Economics Teacher 5. Other - Specify_
Wellness
Stress
Personality Development
Common Psychological Problems
Mental disorders and strers
Medications
Psychoactive drugs
Alcohol
Smoking/Smokeless tobacco
human Sexuality
Relationships
Marriage
Contraception
Pregnancy
Childbirth
Parenting
Nutrition
Fitness
Weight Management/Obesity
Preventive Heart Disease & Chncer
Infectious diseases
Community Health
Consumer Health care
Environmental health
Aging
Death and dying 
Safety and accidents 
Spiritual growth
1 2 3 4 4 , 5 Comments
t s3 //
a /
4 A /
I A ^ /
i
t
/ 3 /
4 /
/ 3 /
A i*4
A 4
a f
.X A 4
ly' A f J4
/ A V
/ 3 / "4
Ji 3 / “ 3
1-̂ i A /  - 3
iX 3 A /
H i
s /
S /
A
/
/
i /y /
. j/ ^  â.--
â^AjLCLCtA^ L___________   „ ,,
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
uZiiLL.
r
Return completed form to: Fred Stetson, Associate Professor, HPE, University of Montana Missoula. Montana 59812
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1.
5.
Name of School 
Address
HIGH SCHOOL HEALTH INSTRUCTION SURVEY
(Please check in the appropriate column)
/> v> J' /
j-j- /zf.
Name of Person Completing information_
Phone Number ^ ^ ________  Student enrollment Z.
TZv, yyt:/Ze/-
Type of School:  Grade
4 1aa ,
Under 250
Class of School 
Enrollment :
Junior High High School (grades 9-12)
250-500  500-1000 1000-2000
Who Is actually teaching Health? Instructor is: Male Femaler^
Health Education Teacher A-
Other
P.E. Teacher Science teacher
above 2000
Home Ec Teacher
3.
4.
How many years have you been teaching Health? . (If more than one teacher involved.
Please duplicate for each instructor). ^  y/j".
Check areas by grade level as to the major focus of your instruction;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Disease prevention 
Health prevention 
Life cycle
Preventive Health Care 
Wellness & Self Help 
First Aid and Safety 
Decision making 
Other (Specify)_______
Grade: 7 8 9 10 11 12>
Ethnic background of students (Indicate % of students in classes) % aucasion  Black
/ Indian  Spanish American  Other (specify)
6. Please state name of text(s) and publisher being used at the various grade levels.
7. Please list any films or p^pared audio-visual programs being used and their sources.
/.ZZ.:, ̂ 7-/ 9 Ay.  à̂ 3-CiLyZJjtJU
CJiL Sr. ’Z/. C  T  TT/^s s    a Ii— --------
8. How are classes organized? Block of weeks meeting ̂  times per week J ? 0 Total hours 
Other________(Specify) ______________________________    •_____
9. At what grade levels (7 - 12) is health taught?
 7 ___8 10  11  12
The following information is requested of those actually involved in teaching Health.
NOTE: Should you need additional space to answer the above questions, please attach another
sheet with your comments
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3 5
1 - Whlclt llenlcli topic» nro you currently covcrlnp. nt wimr c,r;ulo level Î (7, 8, v, 10, 11, 1.
2 - What areas are considered, by you to reflect the greatest student needs? Rank in area
of importance ( 1 - 5 ,  1 being top 3 - 1 - 5, 5 being lowest
A - Level of coverage 3 - Detailed, 2 - Brief,
5 - Topic covered by: 1.
4.
- Not covered
Health Education; 2. Science Teacher; 3. T.E. Teacher 
Home Economics Teacher 5. Other - Specify__________
Wellness
Stress
1 2 3 . 4 , 5 Commen c s
q. 5 D
Personality Development ? b
Common Psychological Problems /
Mental disorders and stress /
Medications /
Psychoactive drugs /
Alcohol y : / 9
Smoking/Smokeless tobacco / XT' '
Human Sexuality 1 ?
Relationships 7 , ?
Marriage Cs >
Contraception 7 \7 V y‘
Pregnancy f \? -
Childbirth -3- A
Parenting -? Qrx
Nutrition % 3*
Fitness
Weight Management/Obesity %
Preventive Heart Disease & Cancer 9Ac y J*
Infectious diseases 9 if <■/
Conuminlty Health /
Consumer Health care 9 ?
Environmental health 1 J
Aging / •
Death and dying /
Safety and accidents /O =3 7
Spiritual growth /
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS y  7 ^  y ~  '■'f' ̂ ~~
..  t y r  : .-il - /r/.t >7,1 y
"J ), ,.y.
y-x*'J .7/’. /- -iUL.
Return completed form to: Fred Stetson, Associate Professor, HPE, University of Montana
Missoula, Montana 59812
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1, Name of School 
Address___
3.
HIGH SCHOOL HEALTH INSTRUCTION SURVEY 
(Please check in the appropriate column)
. ' G /y Tl aJ G- ^  _____________________
!SL\\ j L
&
Name of Person Completing information_ 
Phone Number W  ^ ________
-ZÏU £_
Type of School:  Grade
Class of School V* AA 
Enrollment :  Under 250
Student enrollment
  Junior High
A ___ B   C
250-500 V'500-1000
High School (grades 9-12)
2.
       1000-2000  above 2000
Who is actually teaching Health? Instructor is; Male Female
Health Education Teacher P.E. Teacher Science teacher Home Ec Teacher
Other
How many years have you been teaching Health? . (If more than one teacher involved. 
Please duplicate for each instructor). ^
4. Check areas by grade level as to the major focus of your instruction:
1. Disease prevention
2. Health prevention /
3. Life cycle
4. Preventive Health Care
5. Wellness & Self Help
6. First Aid and Safety _
7. Decision making ■
8. Other (Specify)
Grade ; 7 8 9 10 11 12
X
X
5. Ethnic background of students (Indicate % of students in classes)‘'jar Caucasion^ Black
Ç'- ’Indian _Spanish American Other (specify)
6. Pie M e  state name ot text (s) and publisher being uM<y at the various grade levels.
7. Please list any films or prepared audio-visual programs being used and their sources.
8. How are classes organized? Block of ^  weeks meetlngO  times per week Total hours
Other _____ (Specify)     ;_______
9. At what grade levels (7 - 12) is health taught?
 7 ---8 j C  10  11  12 "/O
The following information is requested of those actually involved in teaching Health.
NOTE: Should you need additional space to answer the above questions, please attach another
sheet with your comments
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3 7
1 - (Vhich Itenlth copie* «re you cucrenc ly tovorlnit nt wluii- *;rnUo level 7 (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1.
2 - Wliat areas arc considered. by you to reflect the greatest student needs? Rank in area
of importance < 1 - 5 ,  1 being top 3 - 1 - 5, 5 being lowest
4 - Level of coverage 3 - Detailed, 2 - Brief, 1 - Not covered
5 - Topic covered by: 1. Health Education; 2. Science Teacher; 3. I’.E. Teacher 
4. Home Economics Teacher 5. Other - Specify__________
Wellness
Stress
Personality Development
Common Psychological Problems
Mental disorders and stress
Medications
Psychoactive drugs
Alcohol
Smoking/Smokeless tobacco
Human Sexuality
Relationships
Marriage
Contraception
Pregnancy
Childbirth
Parenting
Nutrition
Fitness
Weight Management/Obesity
Preventive Heart Disease & Cancer
Infectious diseases
Community Health
Consumer Health care
Environmental health
Aging
Death and dying 
Safety and accidents 
Spiritual growth
■ 1 2 3 . 4 , 5 Comments
2^ /
t
/
‘'I'lo % /
I'/p \
4 à {
Cf-to % t
4 > (4 <0 -2
4 3) 14 2- 1
4 -2- 1
4 2 /
/o j5 1
ADDUriONAL COMMENTS A-
f  r  f -----------------------      ^ --------------------
A/
.—1^ c/erj<̂
RetuA  completed form Fred Stetson, Associate Professor, HPE, University of Montana 
Missoula, Montana 59812
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1.
HIGH SCHOOL HEALTH INSTRUCTION SURVEY
(Please check in the appropriate column)
Name of School ' nburst High School
Add re s s Box 7 IQ______________________________________________
-Thomns K. HauName of Person Completing information
Phone Number ( 937-2811_______  Student enrollment ( 7-12) 76
Type of School: ___Grade
Class of School AA
Enrollment ; T Under 2 50
Junior High 
B X C
X High School (grades 9-12)
250-500 500-1000
2 .
3.
6.
Who is actually teaching Health? 
 Health Education Teacher X
1000-2000
FemaleInstructor is: Male X __
P.E. Teacher Science teacher
above 2000
Home Ec Teacher
Other
How many years have you been teaching Health? Ijth. (if more than one teacher involved. 
Please duplicate for each instructor).
Check areas by grade level as to the major focus of your instruction:
Disease prevention 
Health prevention 
Life cycle
Preventive Health Care 
Wellness & Self Help 
First Aid and Safety 
Decision making 
Other (Specify)_______
Grade : 7 8 9 10 11 12
X V
X X
Y
X X
X.X
X
5.
6.
1. 
2.
3.4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Ethnic background of students (Indicate % of students in classes) 99» iSaucasion  Black
. $ Indian   Spanish American  Other (specify)
Please state name of text(s) and publisher being used at the various grade levels.
Modern Health Holt Rinehart & Winston 9th & 10th
7. Please list any films or prepared audio-visual programs being used and their sources.
8. How are classes organized? Block of 39 weeks meeting 2 times per week Per
Other________(Specify)________ _________ ________________________________________________
9. At what grade levels (7 - 12) is health taught?
X 7 X 8 ___p  __^  10__ ____ 11 ____12
The following information is requested of those actually involved in teaching Health.
NOTE: Should you need additional space to answer the above questions, please attach another
sheet with your comments
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
3 9
1 - Which Itenlch topic*» nro you currently covcfini' nt wh.ic f.r.tilc Icvcl7 (7, 8, 9, 10, 11. I.
2 - What areas are considered, by you to reflect the greatest student needs? Rank in area
of Importance (1 -5,  1 being Cop 3 - 1 - 5 ,  5 being lowest
4 - Level of coverage 3 - Detailed, 2 - Brief, 1 - Not covered
5 - Topic covered by: 1.  llgUTC'Tt E!lULat*o*w 2. Science Teacher; 3. I’.E. Teacher
Home Economics Teacher 5, Other - Specify______________________
W«imes-9 
attcAs- 
Personallty Development 
Common Psychological Problems 
Mental disorders and stress 
Medications 
Psychoactive drugs 
Alcohol
Smoking/Smokeless tobacco
Human Sexuality
Relationships
Marriage
Contraception
Pregnancy
Childbirth
Parenting
Nutrition
Fitness
Weight Management/Obesity 
Preventive Heart Disease & Cancer 
Infectious diseases 
Community Health 
<<onsemar Health care 
«■Ciwli'otimeiiual haalth- 
’raging ~~
«HDuatli an<l dying  
•-Safery nnrt nccidonts 
-̂Spiritual giowih-,
1 2 3 , 6 . 5 Comments
fO 3 V .?
3 4 3 a
(0-“ 4 3 a.
i-ti- “ s 1 3 3
i 3 2.
< 1 3 a ?
< 1 3 A-3
1 3 ■-lu
Z 3. 4
4 %. 4
10't r 1 3 2-4
1-1’ " f 1 3 3'H
1 3'H
q-4< II r 1 H
10-4 Y 1_
li-ii :T I 2->/
)■'**• '< r 1 3 2-3-9
1*11 4 7 J-Î-V
r 1 3
I'la 7-V
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
Return completed form to; Fred Stetson. Associate Professor, HPE, University of Montana Missoula, Montana 59812
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4 1
Schoo 1 L i a  Jkj tiict'n .school Missouiej, t-îT.
Teacher L.-jurie bicierius  Position F
Grade level oF students 3-lD Length oF class time 3 5 hrs«
# oF v̂ eeks. of instruction 3 Text usedModern Sex E d . [ReF ]
Table oF contents oF text :
F ami1y
Changing Years 
Helationships 
Repruduction 
Family Planning
Sex
Sexually Transmi tted Diseases 
Health Sexuality
Course Uutline: No Formal
Freshman= Sex ed.
Sophomores = 1st Aid and CPR
A . V . materials used? Yes/Ç^jT^^
None
Magazines and journals used? Yes;(No^ 
I-I one
Outside resources available :
Planned Parenthood
Fire Dept. —  CPR Training
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ScnoolÇ.i.,. nuocicll H.Z. ..r er.t-. i 1
T awcHfîr N o» F rcist Position HeulfcK.
Grade level of students 9-10 Length of class time 90 hrs, 
# of weeks of instruction 18 Text used Niodern Health______
Table of contents of text ;
Appearance
Behavior
Emoti ons
Mental Health
Mental Mechanisms
Emotion Disorders
Psychotherapy
Alcohol
Drug Abuse
Tobacco
Sense Ur gans
Nervous System
C ourse Outline;
Endocrine glands 
Bones BMuscles 
Sports G Rec, 
Fatigue G Sleep 
F ood
Tissue Maintain 
Flespirati on 
G irculation 
Infectious Disease 
Body Defenses 
Chronic Disease 
Your Doctor
Public Health 
Consumer 
First Aid 
Safety
II .
III
A.V
Sports G Recreation 
F itness/Aerobics 
F lexibillty 
Alcohol G Drugs 
Values clarification 
/Systems of the Body 
Cones G Muscles 
Skin 
Teeth
Sense Drcians 
. materials used? (Yesjl
IV
V .
VI
no
He ar t
Respiration 
Food G Nutrition 
Nervous system 
Mental Health 
Behavior G Emotion: 
Psychosis 
VO
Careers in Health
Several A-V materials used.
Magazines and journals used? (̂ ^e^KNo
Heal th T ocinv Sports Medicine
Outside resources available;
School of Deaf G Clind 
Muscular Dystrophy 
Multiple acierosis 
Dentists
Alcoholics Anonomous
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School lu F L J i i hli cii i Guliooi
Teacherkurn JeFFcock Position Home Economics
Grade level of students 10-15 Length of class time 90 hr; 
U of weeks of instruction 13 Text usedAlive S Well _____
Sexuali ty 
Birth Control 
Marr1age
Pregnancy £ Birth 
It id £ Old Age 
Commun!ty 
Environment
Tacle of contents of text:
Toward Mental Health 
When Mental Health Creaks Down 
You and Your Pbysician 
Nutri tion 
FVevention 
Disease
Infectious Diseases 
Killer Diseases 
Injury £ Trauma 
When Illness Strikes 
Death S Dying 
Drugs 
Tobacco
. Coui ' SG Uutline;
All areas above with emphasis on personal responsibility.
A.V. materials used? ^^Y^s^ no 
Many various topics.
Magazines and journals used? 
American Health
Outside resources available; 
Yoga
Jazzercize 
Dental Hygienist 
foinily Planning 
School Mur CO
No
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school— _l:u 1 Linib jjii Eo 13 = ri .2 .________________________________
Teacher Jh: on Eddy Position P .E .
Grade level of students 9-10 Length of class timers hn
# of weeks of instruction 3 wkgText used none_________
Table of contents of text;
None used
Course Outline;
CPR> First aid, safety 
Fitness—  Heart rate 
i'Jeight Loss [basics of nutrition} 
Recreati on
A.V, materials used? Yes//^o)
Magazines and journals used? Yes^^^o^
Outside resources a v a i l a b l e  : 
Contraceptives —— JJurse or üoctor 
□ eciei on-making
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School r 1 r, thcuid III nh SchocJ_____kulisrocl i , XT .
Teacher t-r it:! iy Cl or ko Posi tion Henltih
Grade level of students 10____Length of class time 45 hr;
U of weeks of instruction 3 Text used none______________
Table of contents of text:
None used
Course üutline;
Wellness
Stress
Family Planning 
i-regnancy G Girth 
Marriage 
Illness 
D i sease 
Env ironrnent 
Mental Health 
I'lutr i tion 
0 materials used? no
Many from AVNA
Magazines and journals used? Yes^^No^
none
Outside resources a v a i l a b l e  : 
Rape Crises 
Ooc tors
Health Services
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School— hell_.ntt3 HIjIt School .L4.asv.Mlb.-> :'iT..
Teacher Jim till 1er Position P .2.
Grade level of students 3-10 Length of class time 30 hr s < 
# of weeks of instruction G Text used-.odern Health_______
Table of contents of text :
Appearance 
G ehavi or 
Emotions 
Mental health 
Mental Mecliani sms 
Emotion Disorders 
Psychotherapy 
Alcohol 
Drug Abuse 
T oDacco 
Sense Crgans 
Nervous System
Endocrine gl ai ids 
bones 6 Muscles 
Sports Ü Rec. 
Fatigue S Sleep 
F ood
Tissue Maintain 
Respirati on 
Circulation 
Infectious Disease 
Dody Defenses 
Chronic Disease 
Your Doctor
Public Health 
Consumer 
First Aid 
S a f e t y
Course üutline;
Sex, Drugs, Environment
A . V . materials used? Yes/ {ho ) 
No
Maoazines and journals used? Yes/^ o ^  
no
Outside resources a v a i l a b l e ;
P 1 arined Parenthood 
Mavis Lorenz 
Red Cross
Hepid injur jt3s L neck injuries
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School -■ef-itinel l.i, qh achuol_____________________________
T eacher i r . Lock ____________ Position .^.E.___________ _
Grade level of students □ - I Q  Length of class time 4 R  h r c = .
# of weeks of instruction 3 Text used Health Todcav_______
Table of contents of text;
Text not used extensively —  In the process of looking for a new text.
Course üutline:
9th Grade =
Body systems emphasis on circulator;
10th Grade =
First aid 
CPR
A . V . materials used? rio
some are used
Magazines and journals used? Yes/jNo 
no
Outside resources available;
Western f or,tana Clinic Films on self exams for cancer
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